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Introduction
The Class: Technology for Social Change
Journalism 676 is a service-learning course dedicated to studying the social impact of
communication technologies and community engagement. Students apply the knowledge
they have gained towards a local community-based project that aims to strengthen community ties.
The Project: Savor South Madison
Our class created the Savor South Madison brand in the Fall of 2011, and we’re looking to
further its mission of bonding the South Madison community and bridging it to the UW
Madison community through food traditions. Why did we choose food as an overlying
theme? We realize that consuming food is a basic human necessity, and it is shared with all
cultures. Through eating food, people can come together, relax, enjoy each other’s company and discuss new ideas. As we are working to understand the make-up of the South
Madison community and what makes the people “tick,” we believe that food would be the
best avenue to accomplish this goal.
Currently, our team consists of 16 students plus a mentor and instructor, Professor Young
Mie Kim. To achieve the goal of creating an integrated social media campaign, we have
split our class into concentrated teams with specific functions. Teams include research,
strategy, content development, platform design, and promotions. With this specialized
strategic approach, Savor South Madison can accomplish its goals efficiently and effectively.
The Purpose of Research
Media technologies are rapidly evolving, and so are the societies we are studying. Research into these changes defines the subsequent parts of our new media campaign. Using
a combination of research findings and public information such as census data, accurate
research provides the tools to plan and focus on our target audience to obtain the best
bridging and bonding results. The research team’s findings help to lay the foundation for
the rest of the project by grounding it in empirical data.

Key Concepts
Social Capital
Resources of information, norms and social relations used to coordinate collective action
and achieve common goals
Bonding
Social, emotional and substantive support among a largely homogeneous group of people
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Bridging
Loose connections between relative strangers that lead to diverse networks and information streams
Community
The people of a district or country considered collectively, especially in the context of
social values and responsibilities

Background
South Madison is defined as the community surrounding South Park Street, about two miles from the University
of Wisconsin-Madison campus. There are four neighborhood associations (Bay Creek, Bram’s Addition, Burr
Oaks and Capital View Heights) within the community.
South Madison began to be populated in the early 20th century by minority groups. This influx consisted of
predominantly working-class Italians, Jews, and African-Americans. These groups faced numerous social and
economic challenges, and the first generation of South Madison residents led difficult lives.
Almost a century later, South Madison stands out as a promising area of growth within the state of Wisconsin,
yet there are two conditions holding it back from reaching its full potential. First, there is currently little cooperation or understanding between members of the different ethnic communities, even though they all live within a
close vicinity. Second, the South Madison area does not attract as much attention from the UW-Madison community and the surrounding Madison community as we think it should.

Census Data Comparison
Data are from the American Community Survey 2005-2009 estimates (The ACS is conducted by the U.S. Census
Bureau). Most of this data was obtained by looking at last year’s campaign book. Because they already conducted this research, we did not feel the need to replicate it unnecessarily.
The unit of analysis was the Census Tract
• There are 93 Census Tracts in Dane County
• 63 of these are in Madison
• 2 of the 63 (13 and a portion of 14.01) encompass South Madison
• Also, data were missing for 2 (17.02 and 17.03) of the 63 Census Tracts
• The comparison below is between South Madison (Census Tracts 13 and 14.01) and the
remaining 59 Census Tracts in Madison
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Community Needs
Ultimately, we want to frame South Madison as a place with a rich culture that can provide authentic ethnic food
that patrons cannot get elsewhere in the city. Our goal is to increase customers who eat at South Madison restaurants from both South Madison residents and non-South Madison residents. Since dining is a social experience, this will ultimately increase South Madison residents’ social capital.
John Quinlan from The South Metropolitan Council said there are two primary needs of South Madison community:
The Economic Health of South Madison:
Small, independently-owned businesses line the streets of South Madison, specifically South Park
Street. Since the economic recession, the area has been greatly hurt. These businesses also operate in an area that is riddled with stereotypes, including that South Madison is filled with crime.
Additionally, South Madison is seemingly far and cut off from the rest of the Madison community. Many of South Madison’s working class, multicultural families are facing pay cuts and decreasing standard of living.
The Physical Health of South Madison:
Many South Madison residents do not know where to purchase healthy, locally grown food.
However, there are several opportunities to do so in South Madison. Still, nobody has found a
city-wide way to make residents aware of good food and nutrition in the area despite there being
increased desire to do so.
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The University of Wisconsin-Madison is a close neighbor of the South Madison community. Currently, the
UW-Madison population stands at about 40,000 residents, with 52% female, 87% Caucasian, and a mean age
of 20. Because the UW-Madison community is largely self-contained, and students have little free time during
academic semesters, there is little interaction between the UW-Madison and South Madison community. Savor
South Madison intends to change this trend by opening up lines of communication and informing UW-Madison
community members about the benefits they might find in South Madison, at the slim cost of traveling only a
few miles down South Park Street.
A community filled with a rich history and numerous cultural traditions, South Madison is a treasure that deserves attention and care. Its businesses are largely independently-run by second or third generation residents.
As a result, they are knowledgeable about their cultural customs, and their establishments specialize in fresh,
authentic and attractively priced goods from around the world.
Savor South Madison is working alongside community leaders, such as John Quinlan from the South Madison
Planning Council, to create lasting bonds. To accomplish this goal in a manner that is both fun and natural, we
chose to highlight the rich, time-honored food traditions of each ethnic group involved. We believe that through
sharing food and recipes with others, we can create real conversations about real issues, and obtain real results.
In this way, we are looking to create a happy and healthy community environment.

Stakeholder Analysis
Any community project first needs to identify stakeholders who care about the community. To achieve related
issues, we identify various stakeholders who can greatly benefit from and exert influences onto the Savor South
Madison project.
South Metropolitan Planning Council (SMPC): The Client
The South Metropolitan Planning Council aims to encourage the rich culture and history
of South Madison to reach its full potential in the community. As our client, as well as one
of Savor South Madison’s main stakeholders, the SMPC provides much insight into the
South Madison Community as a whole. John Quinlan, executive director of the SMPC, is
a well-respected figure in the community and connected the project to other community
leaders and groups. Serving as the community board for South Madison, the SMPC helps
organize residents by congregating, making meetings, sending out newsletters like Southern Exposure and creating social networks.
South Madison Residents
Creating bonds among members of this important stakeholder group is one of the main
aims of the Savor South Madison project. This truly multicultural community boasts a
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rich history to be shared over the many ethnic restaurants in the South Park Street area.
South Madison businesses will be more visible to residents as they are given an online
presence on the Savor South Madison website and a more apparent physical presence
through promotional events, helping to promote a healthier economy in South Madison.
As South Madison residents come together over food, the groundwork for a healthier
community is being set up.
University of Wisconsin Students
University students are central to the Savor South Madison as our bridging target. Students, especially juniors and seniors, that are looking to get off-campus and experience
some local flavor will be interested in the authentic ethnic restaurants on South Park
Street. Using food to open up a dialogue between the UW and South Madison communities will, over time, reduce hesitation among students for crossing the Regent Street
“border.”
Restaurant and Grocery Owners
Owners of local businesses, and the businesses themselves, are central to the Savor South
Madison campaign. They provide central meeting places for members of the community a physical location to increase bonding and bridging over food. When a restaurant is seen
as a place to hang out, and not just eat, it becomes a central component for bridging. Businesses can also impact public opinion of a city and serve as important markers for visitors
that have the potential to increase bridging.
Community Leaders and Advocacy Groups
Visit South Madison
The relatively new Visit South Madison project and website seek to accomplish three main
goals:
1) Promote businesses and events in South Madison
2) Change the perception of South Madison’s economic health
3) Provide support to new and developing businesses in South Madison
(taken from http://www.visitsouthmadison.com/about/the-visit-south-madison-project/)
The goals Visit South Madison projects are well-aligned with the goals of Savor South
Madison, and will help to increase bonding and bridging of the UW and South Madison
communities. The Visit South Madison website has a listing of restaurants and grocery
stores that will increase visibility of these businesses among the community.
Dane Buy Local
Dane Buy Local is a group of businesses, citizens and organizations in Dane County that
work to keep the local economy prosperous. Encouraging South Madison restaurants to
participate in the Dane Buy Local program can create coalitions with other local restaurants and organizations, and show community members that the South Madison restaurants are committed to the community.
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Slow Food UW
Slow Food UW encourages consumption of local food by showing it’s a viable option for
eating healthy and decreasing the carbon footprint of food. Slow Food is committed to
increasing bonding among students over readily-available, attractively-priced local food.
The Boys & Girls Club of Dane County
The Boys & Girls Club of Dane County is another resource for the Savor South Madison
project. The club aims to increase social capital by investing resources in the children of
the community to realize their full potential. As the Savor South Madison project seeks to
increase social capital, an alliance with the Boys & Girls Club of Dane County can be used
to help teach children healthy eating habits and encouraging consumption of local food.

Media Analysis
South Madison has a host of different media channels that can be accessed within the community. Residents can
purchase state-wide papers such as the Capitol Times, the Isthmus and the Wisconsin State Journal within the
community. South Madison is also host to its own newspaper, called Southern Exposure. Three bulletins – the
Bay Creek Bulletin, the Indian Springs District Association Newsletter, and the South District Newsletter - are
distributed within the community. The South District newsletter is sent out by the chief of police, and it informs
South Madison residents about happenings within the community. In terms of television, South Madison residents can access WKOW News 27, an ABC affiliate, WMSN Fox 47, and Channel 3000. For residents seeking
public internet hotspots, there is a Madison Public Library branch on South Park Street, the focal point of this
study. There are also eight other close Madison Public Library branches around our area of study.
In this project, we used multiple channels and media formats, especially different forms of social media, including the Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, Pinterest, Google Maps, and YouTube. We used Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest to engage our audience and promote our brand. We used Yelp to help connect our site viewers with a larger,
more established food network. We posted chef interviews on our YouTube account that simultaneously helped
our site visitors learn about the ethnic communities in South Madison by giving a “face to the food.” Finally, we
helped our visitors locate the various food establishments listed on our site by using the interactive Google Maps.

Primary Research: What are UW-Madison Students’ Opinions?
Our primary research focused on bridging South Madison with UW-Madison students. We thought students
would be an important target because they interact with campus and the larger Madison area. Therefore, if we
can introduce students to South Madison cuisine, they would spread the word to those with whom they interact.
To learn about students’ existing interaction and knowledge of South Madison cuisine and their willingness to go
there, we conducted a survey. We promoted the survey on Facebook by inviting our Facebook friends to take it.
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Unfortunately, we did not have the resources to use random sampling, so we had to settle for an online survey.
The survey questions varied from multiple choice and scale questions to open answer. We asked participants to
take the survey by promoting it on Facebook. In the end, 87 students completed the survey.
We found some very interesting results from the survey. Thirty percent of students said they thought South
Madison was neither disconnected nor tight knit. This shows us that students don’t have strong preexisting attitudes toward the strength of South Madison as a community. We also found that more than half of respondents
said they shop at ethnic restaurants in Madison, showing that they have an interest in shopping at ethnic
restaurants and shops. The only question is, are they willing to make the trip to South Madison and do they
know how to get there?
Sixty percent of respondents said they would not make the 25-minute walk to South Madison for ethnic cuisine. However, 77 percent said they would take a bus to South Madison to get ethnic cuisine. The dilemma was,
68 percent said they did not know of a bus route to South Madison. Still, 66 percent of students said they were
interested in knowing about bus routes that would take them to South Madison. This told us that there was an
interest in going to South Madison for ethnic cuisine. The major thing we need to do is highlight routes on our
website to show students how to get there.
We also found that the vast majority of students (almost 80 percent) said they had never or rarely been to South
Madison for ethnic food. Seventy-one percent said they did not know ethnic cuisine existed in South Madison, 58 percent said South Madison is too far, and 10 percent said South Madison is too dangerous. What was
particularly encouraging though, was the response students gave to what they would do if they found an ethnic
restaurant or store they enjoyed. Seventy-five percent said they would take their friends, 60 percent said they
would alert their friends, and 66 percent said they would take their parents when they visit. This gives us great
incentive to encourage students to visit South Madison, because if they find a restaurant or store they enjoy, they
are likely to spread the word one way or another.
According to our survey findings, the most popular restaurants among students are Taqueria Guadalajara and
Asian Midway. This was reflected when an employee of Taqueria Guadalajara told us there is a noticeable drop
in business during the school year.
So what did we take from all of these results? Most importantly, this was very good news for bridging. Research
showed us that the majority of students had an interest in visiting South Madison for ethnic food. Conversely,
the majority of students have never been there. So we learned our goals must have include highlighting a bus
route on our website so students know how to get there. This was especially important because a majority of students said they would only go if they knew of a bus route. We also learned needed to inform students that there
are other restaurants besides Taqueria Guadalajara and Asian Midway. The best ways to do this were through
social media and our website.
Overall, we learned a lot from our primary research. However, our primary research only focused on bridging.
This research should be adequate for future classes, so they should focus their primary research on bonding.
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

- Rich culture and history of South Madison

- Negative view of area

- Many ethnic restaurants/stores

- Communication between different ethnic spheres
seems low

- Authentic, attractively priced food
- Strong community organizations

- Lack of social networking presence among restaurants/businesses

- Strong sense of community

Opportunities

Threats

- Students willing to travel to South Madison area
(once they have transportation information)

- Crime/safety concerns in the area

- Work with UW student organizations to bridge communities
-Popularity of local and ethnic food

- Gentrification pushing ethnic communities away
- Lack of support/excitement will halt any progress
- Language barriers

- Existing partnerships (sponsors of Celebrate South
Madison)
- South Central Federation of Labor – Union “organizing for justice in the community”
- Annual community get-togethers over food
- Celebrate South Madison, Farmer’s Market
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Strategy

Objectives
1. Increase bonding among members of the South Madison area
2. Bridge the South Madison neighborhood community to the larger Madison community

Goals
Short Term
• Generate increased awareness and understanding of the Savor South Madison objectives
by South Madison residents and business owners
• Increase social media presence of the Savor South Madison website
• Use specific mediums through which to reach and communicate with our “Big 3”
• Create a unified brand identity that is reflected through all our communication efforts,
both internally and externally
• Increase interaction between our Big 3
Long Term
• Maintain collective behavior and long term sustainability
• Increase social capital to foster an integrated and close-knit community
Our research shows that South Madison is a community with a rich cultural history. There are an abundance of
opportunities for the local residents and surrounding neighborhoods to engage with one another and share their
different cultures, stories, recipes and traditions.
However, our research also confirms that South Madison is still developing the infrastructure needed to foster
the collaboration and sharing behaviors that are necessary for building a strong community and strong democracy. In addition to the still developing integration between the different cultures within the South Madison area
and the surrounding neighborhoods, there is the added challenge of confronting and changing the misperceptions that this particular area is dangerous and not particularly culturally rich.
Savor South Madison has identified a unique opportunity to help address these challenges. By creating a platform where South Madison residents, coalitions and surrounding communities can converge to share, educate
and celebrate the rich dining and shopping opportunities that the area has to offer.
In order to increase social capital, which Putnam defines as “resources of information, norms, and social relations that enable people to coordinate collective action and achieve common goals,” our objectives for the Savor
South Madison platform are to increase bonding among members of the South Madison area and bridge this
neighborhood community to the larger Madison community.
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Our “Big Three”
Clients
South Madison’s business owners are the gateway to increasing the understanding and
awareness of the Savor South Madison objectives.
Once those who are in positions of influence understand the benefits of increasing the
bonding between their customers, they will be able to disseminate the goals of the project and knowledge of the platform. These people are in the unique position to seamlessly
facilitate both bonding and bridging. As key members of the South Madison community,
they will be able to increase bonding by informing residents about the Savor South Madison platform and empower the community to embrace the goals of the organization and
generate interest in using the site. Yet, as prominent business owners, they are also able
to create business promotions that will entice new clientele to South Madison and create
economic growth and social capital. In order to create a sustainable social media platform
we need to foster interest within the South Madison community.
SMPC and South Madison residents will also work together and alongside South Madison
business owners to promote bonding and bridging.
“We’re not breaking cultural boundaries, rather we’re providing the means by which
people can connect through shared dining experiences.”
Supporters and Participants
The University of Wisconsin-Madison community is a unique audience for Savor South
Madison to reach out to because they have a specific need that will especially attract them
to this site. Many of those in the UW-Madison community are familiar with restaurants
and grocery stores on campus. South Madison will serve as a nice “getaway” from the
familiar campus eateries for those wanting to explore new ethnic territory. The Wisconsin
Idea, which calls upon the university to take a vested interest in the wider community, fits
perfectly within this rhetoric. Savor South Madison and its variety of new restaurants will
not only be attractive because of the new food, but through its widely diverse community
landscape that offer fresh experiences out of the “tried and true” UW-Madison campus.
This sentiment of familiarity is true with the greater Madison community as well. South
Madison’s restaurants and grocery stores are hidden gems waiting to be discovered by surrounding areas.
“The very foundation of our university curriculum encourages us to see beyond this campus and engage in the real world - this is a natural transition.”
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Coalitions
South Madison community organization leaders, such as ethnic groups and food-related
groups, have a vested interest in projects, such as Savor South Madison, that increase
social power. They operate within higher levels of community organizations, so they may
not be directly able to communicate with residents. Business owners come into contact
with many people daily and are in a position to share information both orally and through
visual displays, but community organizations can create real infrastructure change
through advocating for the Savor South Madison project within organization meetings.
“The ‘top-down’ approach is an integral piece to creating bonding within the Madison
community, yet ultimately will take more time to foster.”

Savor South Madison: The Logo
The collective decision was made to revamp the Savor South Madison logo with the intent of creating a visual
that was more visually appealing and that more closely resonated the goal image we wanted to project: a unified
brand identity that is reflected in all our communication efforts, both internally and externally. Through the new
logo we were able to convey:
• An aesthetic correlation to our mission of food through the incorporation of dining utensils
• Bright colors to reflect the diversity of the community we are allied with
• Graphic simplicity that will be easily loaded with slow Internet and older computers
• Easily recognizable and legible
We have used this new logo on all our external communications and displayed it prominently in our joint social
media platforms to increase brand recognition and identity.
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South Madison
The Five P’s of Non-Profit Marketing

When planning the campaign, we took strategies into consideration for each of the five P’s in order to achieve
our campaign goals.
Product
The behavior you want to bring about and any items needed to support that behavior.
Price
What is the cost to make this behavior change, including money, time, status, inconvenience, social stigma, etc.
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Place
Where does this behavior change need to take place? When are people thinking about it?
How do the surroundings help or hurt?
Promotion
What messages will make sense to your target audience and how should they be delivered?
Policy
What policies, rules, or requirements help or hurt when trying to change behaviors?

Our Strategies and Tactics
How to Achieve Bonding
Bonding is defined as social, emotional, and substantive support among homogeneous
group of people. “We’re not breaking cultural boundaries, rather we’re providing the
means by which people can connect dining experiences.” Think of it this way: The family
that eats together stays together.
In relation to our clients, bonding can address the Five P’s (product, price, place, promotion and policy) in the following ways. For product, the Savor South Madison website is
used as an online communal forum for food-related information and issues. For prices,
there is a high time commitment in order to increase social capital and engagement with
the site. For place, there will be bonding within internal meetings, social media, and over
the dinner table. For promotion, we will increase dialogue and visibility at town meetings
and using newsletters. Finally, we don’t foresee any policy hindrances, but we are aware
that as our platform matures and expands, policy constraints may arise and will need to be
addressed on an as-needed basis.
Bonding with Our Big Three
For our supporters and participants, we will use product to bring these people into the
South Madison community to interact with the cultures and food in this area. There is a
social stigma attached with South Madison, so it will be high time commitment to learn
about and engage with South Madison. It will involve exploring areas outside of campus.
To promote the campaign to supporters, we will use social platforms, through pre-existing
organizations and publications. In terms of policy, there are campus rules about where and
how things are promoted.
For our third target demographic, coalitions, we will promote our platform to their audiences and use the site as a message hub for sharing information. There will be a high time
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commitment in order to increase social capital and engagement with the site. The discussion will be held in internal meetings and at events, some of which will be online. Through
press releases, we can explain how bonding can increase their social capital. Similar to
bonding with clients, we don’t foresee any issue with policies.
Bonding Tactics
Research Team
Researched best social media practices to increase engagement on Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube accounts. They created a comprehensive list of Twitter handles and Facebook
profiles that we should be liking and/or following. Finally, they identified a benchmark
city that has achieved successful bonding between its populations, i.e., Portland, Oregon
or Richmond, Virginia.
Content Team
Obtained personal accounts of experiences in South Madison, created guidelines in regards to how much new content should be posted each week, monitored the site to make
sure there is equal representation of all ethnic groups, generated content that recognizes
similarities between these groups, and monitored social media engagement with South
Madison residents business owners.
Platform Team
Set up a platform to cater to users with different levels of engagement, provided ways in
which people can contribute and engage with site by utilizing various social media, gadgets, and plugins that attract users with all levels of engagement, i.e., comment boards,
“Like” and “Share” buttons, videos, etc., made sure the site is accessible by various technologies.
Promotions Team
Organized and promoted events that fosters community participation (Scavenger Hunt,
All Campus Party, ), generated social media content that required response from followers, created and distributed informative literature about our campaign, i.e., newsletters,
press releases, and pamphlets.
How to Achieve Bridging
Bridging is defined as loose connections between relative strangers that lead to diverse
networks and information streams. The very foundation of the Wisconsin Idea encourages
us to see beyond this campus and engage in the real world. South Madison has a wealth of
culture and food to share with its neighbors. The opportunity for bridging the 5 P’s is clear.
Bridging With Our “Big Three”
We will increase interaction and communication between our clients, supporters and coalitions. There will be a high time commitment involved to break the social stigma
associated with the neighborhood. There is a possibility of having to make comprises or
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to negotiate in order to bridge these groups together. These changes will be implemented
online within local restaurants and grocery stores. There will be the benefit of mutual
sharing and reciprocity obtained by converging in communal places over food. The Savor
South Madison platform will promote bridging with the campus community and there
will be SPMC efforts to generate awareness of visits to the South Madison area.
Bridging Tactics
Research Team
Compile comprehensive list of bus routes to South Madison area and create a directory of
all South Madison businesses, linking to South Madison website.
Content Team
Interview students who already visit South Madison and store owners. Have them explain
what type of food they offer through “Meet the Community” and “Meet the Restaurants”
stories.
Platform Team
Create a navigation that includes coalitions and how they can further promote our mission. Establish ways for organizations and users to submit content to event calendar and
recipe database, as well as the ability to provide feedback through “comment boxes.” Another feature of the platform is the interactive map that provides information on local bus
and bike routes to the South Madison area.
Promotions Team
Invite campus organizations and students to South Madison events, re-tweet other content
to foster cross-engagement and increase social capital.

How a Platform Can Achieve a Close-Knit Community: The Evolution of Our
Platform
“Moving from crowd sourcing to building a community network.”
There are four phases in community building: crowd of people, community of kindred spirits, club of experts
and coalition of parties. These four groups are each categorized into degrees of openness and ownership.
The first group, crowd of people, is open to anyone and is led by the initiator. This type of group has one leader
and a group of followers who also contribute to the group.
The second group, community of kindred spirits, is also open to anyone, but, unlike the crowd of people, both
the initiator and the contributors take ownership of the group.
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The third group, club of experts, is selective with its group members and is led by the initiator. An example of
this sort of group is a team of players selected by a head coach.
The fourth and final group, coalition of parties, is also decided by a selection process, but both the initiator and
contributors take ownership. This type of group is the most ideal for success since it connects creative minds,
integrates community leaders and groups, piggy-backs off existing causes/groups and finds the influencer.
The Savor South Madison platform accomplishes this integrated structure by allowing users to submit content
and events to the event calendar. The platform facilitates collaboration and sharing by incorporating “like” and
“share” buttons within the content. It is also the means by which groups with similar goals can connect and learn
about what one another is doing.

Last semester’s class made the effort to move from a structure where a crowd of people, led by a single leader, contributed to the
idea of Savor South Madison, to a structure where a select group of experts could contribute. Efforts made this semester focused
on bringing the Savor South Madison platform closer to a structure comprised of a coalition of parties, with all groups contributing equally.
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The Platform Users and the Various Levels of Interaction
Given the diverse interests and technological skills of our Big Three, we were cognizant of the need to provide
different aspects within the website to appeal to all of them. Building on the framework of last semester, we used
the “flipping funnel theory” to categorize users of the site into four groups. As participation increases, users
move down the funnel into the more dedicated classifications.
Spectators
This category is typically the largest and the most apathetic. The Spectators rarely visit the
site or involve themselves in community interactions. This group is composed primarily
of casual observers who may only glance at one or two pages before moving on to another
site.
Shares and Contributors
This category encompasses casual visitors who are somewhat interested, or still exploring
the cause. They typically only absorb information however occasionally may contribute
material to the conversation. This group has the greatest potential to become more established members of the online community and contribute more frequently if given the
proper incentives.
Engagers
Engagers are dedicated to the cause and seek a successful and meaningful outcome. Members of this category frequently contribute ideas and opinions to the community conversation and identify strongly as members of the community. Within this group are key
influencers who can help advocate the core message.
Activists
This group of people are extremely dedicated to the cause, though often the smallest percentage of the community. They are willing to set aside more time to understand and promote the ideals of the community. Not only are they actively engaging with the site, but
they are producing their own content for submission and promoting the site on alternative
social media to their friends and external community.
Through the categorization and identification of key characteristics of these four groups, we were then able to
develop specific tactics to attract members of these groups. Furthermore these tactics solidified within the platform and content strategy of the site, will help nurture growth of community members from casual Spectators to
advocate Activists.

Tactics for Reaching Various Levels of Interaction
Given the broad audiences we are reaching with our Big Three and recognizing that there are different categories
of engagement existing in each of them, we developed specific tactics to cater to all of these interests. Spectators
within each of the Big Three would have primary contact with our site via popular social media sites, like
20

through our @SavorSouthMad twitter handle, that would allow them to have brief contact with the cause via Engagers and Activists promoting it. The Sharers within the Client and Supporters groups can use our Savor South
Madison Pinterest account to their interest and interaction with the platform. Coalitions will use their social
media sites and the own platform to cross-promote links and facilitate partnerships between our audiences.
The more active audiences, or engagers, can access and contribute to the events calendar or submit to the recipe
widget. Supporters can use the “share” and “like” buttons incorporated throughout the site to promote further
traffic to the platform and into the South Madison neighborhood. Coalitions will also be able to use the Bulletin
Board and Events Calendar to respond to comments and create brand identities. Activists within all Big Three
will focus primarily on contributing to the content of the site, having displaying a great passion for the Savor
South Madison cause and being knowledgeable enough to begin furthering it autonomously.

Evaluation Plan of Success
One of goals for this semester is to set up a consistent framework under which we can properly measure and
evaluate our level of success in reaching our three targets. Once the platform has had time to mature and grow its
user base, a quantitative analytics system can be implemented to measure traffic and the success of the tactics we
have used.
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Google Analytics
Google Analytics is a free service that offers detailed statistics about visitors to a website.
It is able to provide graphs illustrating the number of visitors that come to the site, the
regions where they are from, average amount of time spent on the page, and the site of
origin they found the website. The platform our site was created on enables easy integration of Google Analytics to collect data.

Twitter
This social media site tracks how many followers we have, and allows searches to be narrowed by “hashtags”, unique markers used by people on the site to categorize specific
topics, people, or events they are tweeting about. Our hashtag, #savorsouthmad can be
searched to see how many people are talking about it, and what they are saying.
YouTube
Our Youtube account tracks how many views the videos uploaded have, so that the Content team is better able to assess what our viewers are most interested in.
Facebook
The Facebook upgrade to a “Page” provides graphs to illustrate how many posts we add
to the page, the reach of the posts to potential audiences, and how many people are talking about Savor South Madison. It provides statistics in percentages as well the ability to
define data by region, target audience, or specific post.
Pinterest
The Pinterest account tracks how many followers our different boards have, as well as
repins, likes, and commentary so that we can also retool the content we put up depending
on the success of the response.
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Platform

Objective
Our primary goal is to develop and implement a platform that integrates social media technologies and supports
multiple levels of user engagement. The platform is designed to foster the short- and long-term goals of Savor
South Madison, create a sense of community, and raise awareness about the local food establishments and foodrelated events in South Madison
Our short-term goals involve logo and brand recognition for Savor South Madison. All of our promotional
materials will lead directly to the website, which will also connect with social media platforms. Long-term goals
aim to maintain collective behavior/long term sustainability and increase social capital to foster an integrated
and close-knit community.
It is important that our goals are transparent and we gain the trust of our visitors and the South Madison community members. We aim to have an open platform and illustrate the process through which we post to the
website and our social media platforms. Comment and contact us sections will be accessible from all pages of
the website to ensure that we take visitors’ needs into account. The platform will support multiple levels of contribution, including an ongoing recipe database, which will allow any website visitor the opportunity to submit a
recipe. The platform will act as the main hub for promotional events, including a scavenger hunt in April 2012.

Key Concept: Platform
A platform is a two-way interface, which offers opportunities for users to consume and produce information simultaneously. Our platform aims to go beyond the uses of a website to create a forum for the Savor South Madison campaign. Using a variety of multi-media and applications, we have created multi-levels of entry that work
to form a network of users.

Strategic Keys to Platform Success
Through research on developed practices, we have identified five key strategies that will lead our platform to success. These strategies are essential for moving Savor South Madison beyond a website to a functioning platform
that creates a network of contributors both on and offline.
Call to Action
A clear call to action is important for any platform to give a clear understanding of what
is expected for users. Our call to action is for our users to engage with one another in the
community.
Incentives and Rewards
The most basic incentive for using our site is to gather valuable information. Savor South
Madison serves as a central location to discover information on community restaurants,
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events, stories, and organizations. Beyond basic informational uses, visitors are provided
with a database of recipes. This offers more of a reward, supplying users with recipes they
can use in their daily life. Lastly, we coordinate and promote events on our site that create
fun opportunities to enrich community members’ lives and establish lasting relationships.
Visible Outcome
Short-term goals that can be achieved in visible outcomes are essential to the progression
of any platform. Our first goal is to increase traffic and participation on the website. Then
we hope to transfer this traffic offline, physically sending more visitors to South Madison. We also hope to increase both following and interaction on all Savor South Madison
related social media sites.
Engagement
While our call of action is to engage the community with one another, the website also
offers multiple levels of engagement for various users. The minimal level of engagement
is to visit the website to stay up-to-date on news and stories, collect recipe ideas from our
database and join in conversations on the site. Beyond the website, we hope that nearly
every user will also engage in our social media platforms. The highest level of engagement
is to transfer involvement into offline activities, such as visiting the local restaurants and
participating in the scavenger hunt.
Coalition for Community
Our website creates a coalition for community, not only through its emphasis on community engagement, but also by working with other community groups. We work especially
close with SMPC and Visit South Madison, as well as feature events from other organizations, such as the Boys & Girls Club and Slow Food. Influencers, such as chefs and ethnic
community leaders are also featured in stories on the website. Integrating existing community leaders’ groups and community influencers into the websites will help connect
creative minds throughout the community.

Savor South Madison Platform
The platform will be built out of wordpress.org because it is visually appealing and easy to use. By using wordpress.org instead of wordpress.com, we have additional customization options. Wordpress.org will allow us to
better fulfill our goals of developing a platform that seamlessly integrates social media connections and multiple
levels of user engagement. At the completion of our time with the project, we hope to pass along a website that
future teams can use to fulfill the long-term goals of Savor South Madison.
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Platform Design
The platform is designed to enhance user engagement through its layout. The menu bar and logo will be placed
at the top of the site because it is the central focus for information. The logo at the top left illustrates the website’s
identity. It also provides consistency on each page and allows users an accessible route to access the home page
of the site.

Platform Structure
Home page
Two columns on the home page, the left being the main column and the right allowing for
a Twitter feed and map, allow for greater visual appeal and less clutter on the site. Additionally, the most important information is put on the home page so it is highly accessible.
The home page includes recent news and a calendar of events to keep people up to date
on the happenings of Savor South Madison. In the upper right corner of the page, there
is a link to the specific campaign or event Savor South Madison is currently promoting.
In the past, this has included links to participate in a recipe contest or to register for the
scavenger hunt. The home page also includes bus route information for those who may be
looking to plan a trip to South Madison, aiming to get people involved with Savor South
Madison offline.
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Taste
In the taste tab of our website, we include an extensive list of restaurants in the South
Madison area. Every restaurant is categorized depending on the type of cuisine. From
there, each restaurant has its own page with maps showing its location. We incorporate
Yelp on each restaurant page to provide additional information about these restaurants
and increase Savor South Madison’s S.E.O. (Search Engine Optimization) in search engines such as Google or Bing. The individual restaurant pages also include links to corresponding stories and articles on our website.

Get Involved
The Get Involved tab caters to our most active users who want to engage with the site.
The tab opens to the event calendar, which consists of multiple events taking place in the
South Madison area. The calendar details event dates, times, locations and descriptions.
Get Involved also has a sub-tab called Event Calendar, in addition to Scavenger Hunt,
Submit Your Recipe and Celebrate South Madison sub-tabs. The Scavenger Hunt page
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features the active event each term. This term the event was a scavenger hunt that encouraged teams to post pictures from recent food establishments they visited in South
Madison to one of our social media outlets to gain points throughout a designated week.
Ideally, this page could be customized each semester based on the event taking place. The
Submit Your Recipe page allows visitors to submit recipes by filling out a form on the website. The page also features a recipe database where viewers can search for recipes. The
Celebrate South Madison page leads to a permanent page that features one of the main
annual events in South Madison. This page will act as an information hub year-round for
people looking to find out more about the event.

Discover
The Discover tab features news and recent stories in addition to South Madison’s rich history. The What’s Happening section is where Savor South Madison and related news and
recent stories are featured. This is updated regularly to ensure we have new content and
are maintaining connections with the South Madison area. The South Madison’s History
page features the history of South Madison using an engaging and theme-influenced
infographic. The Meet the Community page includes community member profiles, which
feature active and influential members of the South Madison community. The Meet the
Restaurant page features profiles of local restaurants and food establishments and chef
spotlights so visitors can learn more about the diverse ethnic foods in South Madison.
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By including community relationships on our website, we are implementing the T.E.A.M.
strategy: telling a story, empathy, authenticity and mixed media. This strategy encourages bonding within the South Madison community and bridging with the surrounding
communities. By telling stories, we can engage visitors on the website and illustrate our
authenticity in helping increase awareness of South Madison. The ultimate goal is that
various media are used by our team and website visitors to spread information to other
outlets.

About Us
The About Us tab includes Savor South Madison’s mission statement. The Who We Are
section features class biographies, including favorite ethnic recipes. Savor South Madison’s
partners are showcased on the Our Partners tab, which links to various organizations such
as the South Metropolitan Planning Council and the South Metropolitan Business Council.
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Contact Us
The Contact Us page provides users with Savor South Madison’s email address for immediate contact. It also includes a form people can fill out to address common concerns,
submit a recipe or alert us to an upcoming event in South Madison. There is a tab beneath
Contact Us called Connect, which links to our social media sites, such as Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
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How the Platform Addresses Different Levels of Engagement
The Savor South Madison website platform is designed to address different levels of engagement. Contributors,
engagers, activists and spectators are different groups that will visit Savor South Madison’s website and we have
tailored information for each.
Contributors
This platform is designed as an information and engagement center for residents of South
Madison and those interested in learning more about South Madison. The Scavenger
Hunt encourages South Madison residents and non-residents to visit the South Madison
community by experiencing a multitude of restaurants and food establishments. Contributors engage and communicate with other Scavenger Hunt participants by posting photos
to Savor South Madison’s Pinterest, Facebook and Twitter profiles.
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Action words, such as “get involved” and “discover” prompt visitors to actively participate
with the site and other platforms. Action words used throughout the site are designed to
encourage participation not only on our site, but also by spreading information around
the web.
Engagers
The site caters to Engagers by offering short-term, tangible goals that require moderate
levels of interactivity. Engagers are prompted by phrases like “Submit Your Recipe,” which
require participation within Savor South Madison’s site but do not require offline participation. These short-term goals with tangible outcomes are more visible and thus make the
platform more transparent.
Activists
Other South Madison groups and community leaders share Savor South Madison’s goal of
increasing bonding within the South Madison community and fostering bridging between
local communities and South Madison. On the “Partners” page, we have featured many
of these groups, including South Metropolitan Planning Council and South Madison
Farmer’s Market. By providing information and links to our partners, Activists as well as
visitors can learn more about our partners and choose their level of involvement.
Spectators
Spectators are visiting the site to gain information about Savor South Madison. The large
slideshow on the front page caters to Spectators because it attracts immediate attention
and highlights the most important aspects of the website. Spectators can then glean this
slideshow for the information that applies to them and choose to move about the site as
they see fit.
Social Media
The website serves as a central location for information and involvement, but social media
platforms are an important way of generating online engagement. Our primary act was
to unify each platform to incorporate the same logo and visual appearance as the site. We
also feature each social media platform on the site to drive a continual stream of traffic
between each of the platforms.

How to Optimize Our Online Presence
For the Savor South Madison website, it is important to optimize our website in search engines and analyze how
people visit our website in order to have an overall successful campaign.
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SEO Optimization
Using specific media to increase Savor South Madison’s likelihood of appearing in searches through popular search engines, such as Google and Yahoo!, is an integral part of creating and designing the platform. Enhancing a site’s search engine optimization (SEO) can
be one of the most important keys to a site’s success.
By creating internal links within the site, we are able to increase SEO and traffic within the
site itself. For example, the restaurant pages in the Taste tab link to corresponding chef
spotlights in the Discover tab and vice versa.
Savor South Madison’s social media outlets promote both SEO and traffic to our site. As
we become more active in social media, we will increase our numbers of Twitter followers
and likes on Facebook and YouTube, further promoting traffic to our site.
The use of Google Analytics on our site has been one of the most helpful features in improving SEO because it tracks the number of hits on each page, shows which page people
leave most frequently (bounce rate) and which links are utilized most often. With this
information, we can better understand how to increase traffic to the website.
Google Analytics
We have incorporated Google Analytics onto our website as a way to better understand
how people visit our website. The use of Google Analytics on our site has been one of the
most helpful features in improving SEO because it tracks the number of hits on each page,
shows which page people leave most frequently (bounce rate) and which links are utilized
most often. With this information, we can better understand how to increase traffic to the
website and improve for the future.
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Content

Overview
Savor South Madison’s content will increase bonding and bridging in the South Madison community through
food. As part of an ongoing content-creation system, our work this semester was primarily on videos. The videos
are personalized accounts of experiences in South Madison that capture real people doing real things. These
personal stories give the content a friendly, engaging feel, designed to brand the South Madison community as
warm and sincere.
Videos are an easy, brief way to draw users to the site. By highlighting different people in the community and different aspects of South Madison, we produced content that interests both South Madisonians and outside community members. When people see themselves or their neighbors on something like YouTube, it is an incentive
to watch the video and eventually engage with the Savor South Madison site.
We targeted certain people at various levels of engagement. Our audience members have the potential to graduate from the initial spectator level to a contributor to an engager and eventually an activist. Spectators will
initially find these videos through social media sites that encourage site traffic. Because Engagers and Activists
have a vested interest and involvement in the site, they will promote our videos through their social media and
communication outlets. Activists are meant to engage with videos like these by eventually contributing content
to the site.

Looking Back to Move Forward
This semester’s work builds on previous content and continues to be a part of an evolutionary platform that
serves the South Madison community. Last semester, the team created a base of restaurant profiles that review
the various restaurants. Our videos complement profiles by putting faces and stories behind the restaurants.
Similarly, there is information about the history of South Madison and the “Genuine People” video personalizes
the rich history of the area. This semester’s content complements existing material and contributes to the overall
sustainability of the project.
Our Slow Food UW video builds on previous video meant to bridge outside communities into South Madison.
For example, previous video includes street interviews, which ask Madisonians about their favorite places in
South Madison. Chef Spotlights are another way people can connect with the South Madison community, because they bring a face to the restaurant and the food. These people can serve as testimonials to the great restaurants and great people in South Madison.
Other content already on the website includes the cooking contest from Winter 2011. This featured user-submitted content and is an example of how to engage users with the site. In the future, we hope the site is an accessible
and easy way for users to share content. To keep users active on the website, last semester wrote news articles
with information relevant to South Madison. Stories relevant to our targeted audience are a great way to make
Savor South Madison’s site part of a user’s internet routine.
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Content Strategy
All of the content, past, present and future, is developed with an overall TEAM strategy. The TEAM strategy
framework stands for: Tell a story; Empathy; Be Authentic; Mix Media. Personalization of information aims at
addressing each of those components. For something like the George Fabian profile, he’s telling a story and that
in and of itself is authentic. Watching the video is like having a conversation with George, and that is what makes
the piece so inviting and engaging. Although much of this semester’s work focused on video as our medium of
choice, it only builds on the mixed media already on the website. Incorporating TEAM into our content is the
most effective way we can engage users at any level and both build and bridge the Madison and South Madison
community.

Video: Cops & Cargo Coffee

Engagement Level: Spectators & Activists
Target: Those with an interest in the safety of the area
Goal: Short and Long Term
Four South Madison patrol officers discuss both the safety of the neighborhood and food options in the area. Set
at a South Madison coffee house, Cargo Coffee, the video shows a friendly conservation about the area.
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Both in and out of South Madison there is a prevailing perception that it is an unsafe neighborhood. We have to
balance between dispelling that notion and not focusing all of our attention on it. We want to avoid calling attention to the negative stereotype, so we do not inadvertently reinforce it. Statistics and anecdotes from local police
officers are effective in portraying the South Madison community as safe.
Our target for this video can extend to each of the Big Three. Whether they are a supporter or part of a coalition,
if they have an interest in the safety of the neighborhood, this video is for them. They may have not known anything about the area, or they had a negative perception - but either way, this video intends to combat stereotypes
with positive anecdotal evidence from a trusted community resource: police. This makes the video key for both
bonding and bridging.
On the short-term, this video will reach and communicate with our Big Three. And, in an effort to keep our site
and content sustainable, this particular video is not time-sensitive. It can stay on the website indefinitely as a
testament to the neighborhood’s safety.

Video: Genuine People

Engagement Level: Spectators and Activists
Target: South Madison Residents, Older generations
Goal: Short and Long Term
George Fabian, South Park Street native, explains the role food and community played in his childhood. Growing up in a traditional Italian immigrant home, food was a big part of local culture. It built a community that
remains vibrant today. We want people to understand the rich history of South Madison, and telling part of the
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story through George Fabian makes the content interesting and easy to understand.
Beyond history, Fabian reiterates the genuine people in South Madison. His take on the welcoming, honest
community reinforces a positive image of the neighborhood. Reinforcements like these contribute to our overall
branding of South Madison as a strong community.
Our target audience for this video focuses on South Madison residents and in particular, older generations who
share similar personal histories with Fabian. Featuring someone like Fabian, a well-known community member,
encourages his friends and others who know him to watch the video. In turn, they may engage with the Savor
South Madison site and transform them from spectators to engagers.
Alder Tim Bruer suggested we talk with Fabian and his suggestion is a great example of catering content to
people that are likely to disseminate it. If high-level activists like Bruer are somehow related to our content, we
have a higher level of community involvement vital to integrating Savor South Madison into the daily lives of
residents.
On the short-term, this video will reach and communicate with our Big Three, especially those connected in
some way with George Fabian. In the long term, the Fabian video can be a cornerstone piece of the website that
gives website users a better understanding of South Madison history.

Audio Slideshow: Slow Food-UW in South Madison

Engagement Level: Spectators and Activists
Target: UW Campus community, South Madison residents
Goal: Short and Long Term
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Audio of Slow Food-UW volunteers overlays photos of the weekly Boys and Girls Club/Slow Food lunch. Slow
Food-UWers create a menu for the Saturday outing and incorporate seasonal and local ingredients with an emphasis on keeping the meals healthy. Together the Boys and Girls club kids make lunch and learn what it takes to
eat a balanced lunch. Without any outside narration, the slideshow tells the story of the meal through the voices
of Slow Food volunteers and the children - making it a tangible event for site users.
This audio slideshow aims to draw the UW Campus community to the website. By involving a well-known student organization from the UW campus, we are showing that the South Madison community interacts with the
greater Madison (and specifically, campus) community. South Madison has a relationship with its surrounding
community and this kind of video illuminates that connection. It encourages future bridging and reinforces the
existing behaviors.
Involving student leaders on the UW Campus is key because if they use the Savor South Madison platform, they
are likely to encourage their friends to do so. The connections facilitate more bridging from campus to South
Madison.
The slideshow proves useful for reaching short and long-term goals. In the short term, it is a great way to feature
something happening once a week. Not only can people find out that this program exists but they could potentially participate in the future. In terms of long-term sustainability, featuring a program is a useful way to bolster
community pride and empower future programs that involve collaboration in the Madison community.

Future
The future of this project promises to be bright pending a few key actions: greater community involvement via
content contributions and additional content, particularly chef spotlights. We want South Madison residents to
take ownership in Savor South Madison and the best way to do that is to give them a role in content generation.
Supplementary content that actual residents upload makes it a platform for community engagement. It provides
a space for residents to interact through online technology and food.
How do we do that? One long-term goal is to provide skills training classes for South Madison residents interested in using technology like a FlipCam. That way, the community can contribute directly to the content of Savor
South Madison. The more ownership the neighborhood takes in the project, the more successful Savor South
Madison becomes as a community-building tool.
In the future, we would also like to expand our chef spotlight section. Videos that show how chefs in local restaurants make the food are a unique way of gaining interest in the restaurants of South Madison. It gives the food a
friendly, face so that your next dining experience is like eating with a friend not a stranger. We could even feature
local grocers in addition to chefs. The most important part is personalizing the food establishments in South
Madison.
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Promotions

Objectives
Our main objectives are to increase bonding and bridging throughout Madison, increase knowledge of and
interaction with Savor South Madison and promote awareness of South Madison dining establishments. In
regards to bonding and bridging, we want to accomplish bridging between the University of Wisconsin-Madison
community and South Madison, as well as bonding among South Madison residents. We believe it is not only
important for the UW community to be aware of and begin to explore South Madison, but it is also important
for South Madison residents to bond with one another and develop relationships. By increasing knowledge of
the Savor South Madison website, viewers can interact with the page, inform their friends about the site and this
will drive traffic to our project and in turn, people will be influenced to visit South Madison. Through our promotional offline and online events, awareness of South Madison restaurants will be established and business will
increase at these eateries.

Short-term Goals
Our short-term goals for this semester are to create and manage ongoing social media presences, use social
media platforms to reach the identified “Big Three,” increase participation at promotional events and raise awareness of our site, as well as of South Madison dining establishments. We are able to achieve these goals by creating
engaging online and offline events and increasing our presence on our social media outlets.

Long-term Goals
Our long-term goals for this project are to increase bonding between South Madison residents and to increase
bridging between the Madison community and South Madison. We plan to achieve this by establishing and
promoting relationships between the Madison community and South Madison restaurants. By driving traffic to
our website, viewers will gain knowledge about South Madison dining and thus, be more inclined to visit South
Madison restaurants. This will help increase a sense of community and social capital between South Madison
restaurants and Madison residents. Thus, we can create long-term sustainable networks that future journalism
classes can continue to utilize and build upon.

“Big Three” for Promotion
The “Big Three” we have identified include: the Madison community, South Madison restaurants, South Madison
residents and the University of Wisconsin-Madison community. We were able to classify these different groups
by looking at who will interact with and benefit from Savor South Madison the most. The Madison community is
important because South Madison is relevant to Madison citizens and they are the main customers of these local
businesses. South Madison restaurants are relevant because they are the businesses that we are promoting and
we want to gain their support for our project. South Madison residents are vital to our project because they are
the ones who live in the area that we are promoting and we want to increase bonding among these individuals.
Lastly, the UW community is influential because we want to increase bridging between students, faculty and the
South Madison area.
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We have identified three main promotion groups for our specific promotion plans. The first are clients and constituents, which includes: individuals who own and work at South Madison restaurants and grocery stores and
South Madison residents. The second are supporters and participants, which includes: the University of Wisconsin-Madison community and the Greater Madison community. The last are coalitions and partners, which
includes: the South Metropolitan Planning Council (SMPC), Visit South Madison, Wisconsin Alumni Student
Board (WASB) and Slow Food.

Promotion Strategy: Engage
The Savor South Madison Promotions strategy, “Engage,” is centered on driving people both to use the Savor
South Madison website and to interact with our campaign by getting involved online or by visiting the South
Madison restaurants offline.
• Build up excitement for the Savor South Madison project: We want people to get excited
about Savor South Madison and engage with our project.
• Increase the level of engagement for Savor South Madison: We aim to increase the number of people visiting and utilizing our site.
• Develop content and data for the Savor South Madison platform: By providing interesting content and videos on our website, we can drive people to our page and this will influence them to visit the restaurants that we feature.
• Create seamless connections between offline and online engagement, traditional and
nontraditional media, content production and consumption: Our message should be clear
and concise on all platforms. This will keep users engaged and interested in Savor South
Madison.

Promotion Tactics
In order to accomplish our short-term and long-term goals and maximize the effect of our platform, we believe
that promotions must utilize both online and offline tactics.
The first tactic we aimed to use and expand was our messaging through online and social media forums. Primarily through Facebook and Twitter, we worked to increase followers who would then be exposed to Savor South
Madison’s messages and driven to the website.
We also aimed to combine our online messages with offline opportunities to get involved and learn more about
Savor South Madison. Through our Scavenger Hunt, we utilized both our Facebook and Twitter profiles, as well
as the website, in an effort to drive people to the South Madison community. After seeing our information and
promotion of the restaurants, interested visitors of the website would then explore the restaurants and have faceto-face interactions with the restaurants we promote.
Throughout this process, we also aimed to ensure our messaging remained consistent, clear and genuine. Thus,
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we worked to send messages in a timely matter that consistently drove traffic either to our community partner’s
websites, our websites or to the restaurants themselves.
In order to build relationships throughout the community, we used a TEAM strategy. Through our social media
interactions and posts, we were able to tell the story of the various ethnic restaurants throughout South Madison
and our goals in establishing ongoing relationships. We also tried to express excitement about the restaurants
and our project in general. We aimed to be authentic by building a consistent message on each of our platforms
and by interacting with relevant causes and participants on social media. Finally, we incorporated mix media on
our social media outlets through the use of videos, posts, articles and pictures, as well as linking our Facebook
and Twitter accounts with our website. Overall this strategy will enhance the Savor South Madison website.
We also built our promotions presence in a way that would cater to different levels of engagement, allowing a
spectrum of users opportunities to engage with Savor South Madison. By catering to the different ways people
use social media, we aimed to drive more traffic to the website, but also engage as many people as possible. First
to engage those who interact online on a limited basis, we ensured basic information on the Savor South Madison overall campaign and website was communicated in order to increase awareness and avoid potential confusion. Therefore, any online users who only saw limited numbers of our social media posts should still be fairly
knowledgeable of Savor South Madison as an organization and our efforts to drive Madison residents to South
Madison restaurants and grocery stores. For those who interact on a more intermediary level, we aimed to share
multiple links to the Savor South Madison in order to drive more traffic to the website and increase knowledge
of the restaurants themselves. This effort will help to make Madison residents of the various informative materials available on the website, as well as the dining opportunities in South Madison. Finally, for those who interact on a regular basis in online forums, we aimed to encourage interested participants to get involved with our
campaign and interact directly with the South Madison community. This aim was communicated through our
promotions of the Scavenger Hunt, our messaging at All Campus Party and our general messages to encourage
users to visit various South Madison restaurants. We also utilized direct communication to various community
members and organizations in efforts to mobilize groups to get involved.

Online Promotions
Through the use of our social media outlets, we are able reach our target markets by utilizing an online presence
that will help drive traffic to the Savor South Madison website. Social media allows Savor South Madison to open
an ongoing dialogue with individuals who we may not be able to communicate with or reach in person. Thus, we
have maintained a clear and consistent voice throughout our Twitter, Facebook and Pinterest accounts. On each
social media page, we ensured the Savor South Madison logo was consistent and a hyperlink to the website was
functioning. Throughout this semester, we have increased our interactions on Twitter and Facebook; posting on
each site almost daily. We were able to increase our “likes” on Facebook from only 12 in January to 64 as of today.
We have also increased our followers on Twitter to 61 people. We did so by individualizing our Twitter page,
tweeting to followers and re-tweeting interesting tweets. This past semester, we also created a Pinterest account
in efforts to integrate up-and-coming technologies with our campaign. The Pinterest account has gained several
followers and repins, showing a continued interest in what Savor South Madison has to offer.
By increasing our interactivity on these sites, we also generated more likes and followers. Thus, our online presences allow us to communicate with followers and promote our offline events. Our main offline event this semester, the Savor South Madison Scavenger Hunt, was publicized primarily online with emails to University
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of Wisconsin department heads and a heavily-promoted Facebook event. Through the utilization of an online
presence, we can drive traffic to the website, as well as promote our in-person events.

Facebook page 							 Twitter account

Offline Promotions
Our offline promotional events included a Savor South Madison Scavenger Hunt and hosting a table at All
Campus Party. These events were promoted on our Facebook and Twitter accounts. These two offline promotions
allowed our target markets to become aware of the Savor South Madison website and South Madison restaurants.
By hosting one event on campus and one in South Madison, we were able to reach students as well as local Madison residents.

Local Media Presence
We also utilized a variety of traditional news networks to spread the word about Savor South Madison. These
outlets included a radio advertisement from the University of Wisconsin student WSUM, a news article in The
Daily Cardinal and the Undergraduate Symposium. The Wisconsin Alumni Association’s magazine, On Wisconsin, will also feature the Savor South Madison campaign in an upcoming issue.

Scavenger Hunt
The Scavenger Hunt was a week-long event aimed at increasing participation and visits to nearly all of Savor
South Madison’s online mediums: facebook, twitter and the website. Lasting from April 17th to the 22nd, the
event had nine teams who participated, each consisting of two to four people.
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Teams were required to visit certain locations within the South Madison community to receive points. The team
with the most points at the end of the scavenger hunt was awarded a $50 gift card to a South Madison restaurant,
2nd place received a $20 gift card, and the third and fourth place finishers each received $10 cards.
On the 22nd, the Scavenger Hunt officially concluded and points were calculated based on the Facebook photos
tagged to the Savor South Madison Facebook page or event, and the values corresponding with each photo. The
winners will be invited to the Savor South Madison pitch meeting and receive their award there.
Sample Bonus Point and Corresponding Facebook Bio:
Twitter:

Facebook Post:

Why the Scavenger Hunt
The Scavenger Hunt offered Savor South Madison a variety of potential benefits. First, we aimed to ensure participants were not just receiving information about the restaurants through our website and social media sites,
but also engaging with those in the South Madison community and exploring the area.
The Scavenger Hunt also offered participants a competitive, creative and interactive experience that would inspire more people and organizations to get involved. The competition provided us with multiple opportunities to
use our social media sites and drive more participants to interact with Savor South Madison overall. The interactive component of the Scavenger Hunt also provided the group with opportunities to drive more participants to
the website and to involve as many community members throughout Madison as possible. For example,
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our daily incentives to receive bonus points provided participants in the Scavenger Hunt with more chances to
win prizes, as well as expanding ways for participants to interact with South Madison community organizations,
like the Boys and Girls Club and SMPC. The Scavenger Hunt’s interactive components also allowed us the ability
to showcase the visible outcomes from the activity by posting the pictures participants took on the Hunt to our
Facebook and Twitter profiles.
Through our promotions, we also aimed to work with other organizations. This goal was developed by working
with leaders throughout the university, including department heads and student organization leaders, to spread
the word about the Scavenger Hunt. These emails also aimed to promote the Scavenger Hunt throughout departments, reaching students in sociology, political science and journalism. Throughout the week, we also tweeted
directly to various people and organizations in order to strengthen direct communication between the community. For example, we asked student organizations, such as Slow Food UW and the Dish online magazine, to
retweet our messages on the Scavenger Hunt, as well as tweeted original messages to promote the Visit South
Madison maps. Finally, we talked to the restaurants in person, enhancing face-to-face, online communication
and encouraging others to do the same.
Finally, like all of our social media posts, we aimed to use the messages tweeted and posted throughout the Scavenger Hunt to illustrate transparency and trust, a key feature of our overall non-profit campaign. By posting daily
updates, communicating directly with others and posting the final results of participants’ trips to South Madison,
all users of our website and social media platforms will both understand our mission and consider us trustworthy.

A participant’s picture of their order at Taqueria Guadalajara

How It Worked
To enter the contest, each team was required to visit the Savor South Madison site and fill out the online entry
form. On the form, they received five points if they included an ethnic recipe. They were also required to upload a team photo to facebook and tag the Savor South Madison account. Once they were registered, they were
informed that the list of restaurants to visit would “go live” on April 17th on the Savor South Madison website.
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On the 17th, a list of four restaurants was posted to the Savor South Madison website. This list included Barriques, Jade Garden, Taqueria Guadalajara and Taj Indian. Teams received ten points for each restaurant they
stopped at and ordered an entree if they posted a picture of the entree to Facebook and tagged the Savor South
Madison account. They were eligible to gain another three points for ordering a second, or “extra”, entree and
posting another picture. To encourage further engagement with the South Madison community, teams were also
eligible to receive points for any picture posted of a South Madison restaurant not originally listed on the website.
To promote Twitter participation, an opportunity to gain bonus points was also tweeted each day from the Savor
South Madison twitter account, @savorsouthmad. Points were awarded based on difficulty of the task and level
of engagement with the community. Each bonus point was worth either six or eight points. The bonus points
were focused on entities within the community that fostered engagement, such as The Goodman Center or the
Boys and Girls Club. The day after the tweet was posted, a short biography about each organization was posted to
the Facebook page to further promote these community entities.

What We Achieved
Nine teams signed up for the Scavenger Hunt, with 24 people in total participating. These participants also provided an email to contact them, giving us the beginning of a database of interested users who can receive more
information about Savor South Madison in the future. Some participants also provided a favorite ethnic recipe
in order to receive bonus points for the Hunt, which gives us potential content to post via social media or the
website. Finally we collected photos from participants who visited the websites, which we can also use on our
website or social media. Overall, this process promotes interactivity with not only the Scavenger Hunt, but also
with Savor South Madison as a whole.
We also promoted interactivity with other community organizations and Savor South Madison partners by encouraging participants to visit the community organizations in the neighborhood or by promoting the organizations themselves online. For example, our tweets supported knowledge of the Boys and Girls Club or encouraged
participants to use the Visit South Madison maps of the neighborhood.
We tweeted over 30 original messages throughout the course of the week, with multiple retweets of other organizations’ or individuals’ support of the Scavenger Hunt. We also posted about 15 messages to Savor South Madison’s Facebook profile, nearly all of which linked to the website.
Overall throughout the Scavenger Hunt we raised awareness of Savor South Madison, bringing more people to
interact with our campaign and engage with our mission.

All Campus Party
We also hosted a table at the All Campus Party event on April 26th in Engineering Mall on the University of
Wisconsin-Madison campus. All Campus Party is sponsored by the Wisconsin Alumni Association (WAA) and
the Wisconsin Alumni Student Board (WASB). This event is free for students and focuses on celebrating the end
of the school year.
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Our Table at All Campus Party

Why All Campus Party
We created an event at All Campus Party in order to engage the campus community and raise awareness about
Savor South Madison. By providing students with candy from local ethnic grocery stores, we were able to increase awareness of these stores and show the uniqueness of the South Madison area. In addition, we were able to
personify the Savor South Madison website and answer questions regarding our project.
We also collected email addresses, which can be used to contact interested students and continue an ongoing
dialogue with these participants. We will create a database of individuals who request additional information so
that we can stay in contact with these students by providing them more information about Savor South Madison
events and activities.

How It Worked
Our table featured candy from Mexico, Korea and Japan found at local grocery stores in South Madison. When
participants walked to our table, they were required to guess the country where the candy originated. We then
explained our project and answered any questions students had regarding Savor South Madison.

What We Achieved
We collected names and email addresses of interested students, with 56 people in total signed up. These registered students will receive an email regarding South Madison, which will include bus, bike and walking routes to
the area, information about our website and restaurant updates. The email will also include information about
our social media sites, so they can connect with our various online platforms and continue to receive updates
about our project.
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Conclusion
Throughout this project, we have accomplished a number of our short-term goals and laid a foundation that
future Savor South Madison promotions members can continue building on.
First, we have significantly increased users interacting with our Facebook and Twitter profiles, as well as implemented a new account through Pinterest. This increase will help spread the word about Savor South Madison
and encourage bonding and bridging between the university and within South Madison. We have also regularly
updated our social media sites throughout the semester, building and managing Savor South Madison’s online
presence and communication with the Madison community.
Through increasing communication efforts both between Madison and South Madison community members, we
have also established multiple efforts to promote bonding and bridging, and we hope future Savor South Madison students will continue to build upon these efforts to enhance bonding and bridging throughout Madison.
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